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SRF is celebrating 24 years of  helping horses & kids.

RECENT 
ADOPTIONS

Jukebox
Beccia
Lucrative Art
JP Jackpot
Pangiorno, 
Sam’s Slot Machine
Michael’s Fortune
Cracking Wildfire
You Got It
Jimmy Dick
Perfectcambination
Nuka Soave
Our Man Hammer
Top Notch Hanover
Million Dollar Maybe
Laag In Time
Brickyard Dan

Star Buck Won
Goalies Last Stop
Southern Walton
Done Done It
Danny’s Show Boy
Towne Hoss 
Heza Challenger
Pacific Voodoo
Sunset Duke
Be That Way
Pacific Hoss
Miami Terror
Way of Life
Cheyenne Pedone
St. George Island
Miss Yoshi
Benny Marvel

Tricks My Pick, 
Magic Headmaster
Current Closer
Montecito N
Mr. Yankee Dabra
Hoseshoe Bay
I’m Still Thinking
Strong Three
Uncle Milt
Converse Hanover
Tumbleweed
Enjoy The Day
Kelly’s Doll
Ambro Kazam
Shy A Penney
Kid Cobra
The Eagle Soars

Seven year old, SeafoodPaystheBills, son of Bettor’s Delight, 
adopted by Cheryl Cleaves and the Governor’s Horse Guard in 
Avon, Ct. participated in a formal military funeral after being 
trained to deal with bugles and gun fire. “He handles it like a 
champ, said Cheryl, we love our Standardbreds.”

Please….
Make a difference by gifting breedings to SRF, it is one 
of our most important fund raisers every year. SRF is 
a 501(C)(3) non-profit. Gifts are tax deductible.

The 2013 Hambletonian winner, Royalty For Life brings us all 
back to what racing once was, a sport. A home bred and raised 
colt. This handsome fella with the greatest speed makes us all 
feel warm and fuzzy.

Racing was fun when the prize was a cigar, so the story goes 
when Dr. Richard Meirs talks about his grandfather’s life.  
SRF’s horses boarded at Walnridge Farm, the Meirs’ family 
farm,  stand atop the soil from those very days, and each one 
of them was meant to be a winner.  One wonders why those 
with the power do not look upon these animals and think they 
need a safety net. The United States Trotting Association now 
has the Full Circle Program where any individual who wants 
to enroll a horse and name themselves as a contact can indicate 
their interest in taking or helping a horse if a subsequent owner 
no longer wants him. But many kind thinking people  who have 
marked horses in Full Circle have called SRF to take the horse.  
It is apparent that many people wish to see these horses provided 
for.  That is a clear indication that it is time to think about the 
roots of the sport, how most horses were kept in the family back 
then. Today, that is clearly not the case. It is 2013 and the times 
have changed, we need you to accommodate the new needs.   
When Royalty For Life stands for stud service would you please 
arrange a fund from the registration of his babies to care for any 
progeny that may need help down the line?  Please contact your 
USTA representative and express your concern and ask them to 
make provisions so these horses are safe from slaughter.  http://
www.ustrotting.com/directors.cfm

Hambo Gets Back 
to its Roots   

Check out Royalty For Life’s 
Face Book Page set up by SRF
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Wish List

 Please Call (732) 446-4422 or email  
admin@srfmail.com if you can help.

• Grant Writers
• Event Volunteers
• Office Volunteers
• Items for event auctions 

and raffles
• Horse Guardians
• Horse Sponsors
• Foster Homes
• Training Help for the 

Horses

• A forever home for our 
horses so we never 
have to move again.

• Signs, or painting to 
advertise on our trailer.

• Vehicle for short 
haul shipping, our 
old vehicle is out to 
pasture.

• Hay for NJ horses

MISSION STATEMENT
The Standardbred Retirement Foundation is a non-profit, tax-
exempt organization created to care for, rehabilitate, and secure 
lifetime adoption of non-competitive racehorses, to ensure their 
proper care with follow-up, and to combine the needs of youth at 
risk and these horses in therapeutic equine programs to benefit both.

SRF is a 501 (c) 3 non-profit organization

Vaccinate,
Too Risky Not To

We thank all our wonderful donors who contributed to help 
us vaccinate 178 Standardbreds.  Your gifts along with the 
vaccines we received as a generous contribution from Carli 
Progin of Boehringer Ingleheim to protect our horses was a 
tremendous help. 

We often try to see where we can shave a corner to save some 
money but risking EW Encephalitis, and West Nile Virus, as 
well as Tetanus is not a good idea. A horse suffering with EW 
Encephalitis is a ghastly sight, heart wrenching to say the least.  
They stumble, become paralyzed and have seizures. West Nile 
Virus causes muzzle tremors, facial and tongue paralysis, 
convulsions and a horse will often fall to his knees like he is 
praying, not able to get up. Fatal.

Vaccinating is a semi-annual requirement, one we need 
financial help with year after year.  Please consider what your 
contribution toward vaccinating means the next time we must 
ask for your help so no horse is at risk and no one has to watch 
the horrific pain a horse will go through, should they be faced 
with either of these disease.  Thanks to you and to Carli Progin 
from Boehringer Ingleheim once again for being there to help 
this past season. TREMENDOUS THANKS!

McCauley’s Feed and Kevin Reynolds are our Farm 
Sponsors with their generous donation of feed 
for all the horses at the farm. They are the best! 
Our horses look great, feel good and show like 
winners. We are very grateful.

The Allens, William and Ann from the Chicago area, were 
very special people. Married for nearly 50 years they did not 
have children and so every horse they owned, and bred was 
treated as such. At one point they owned 110 Standardbreds, 
one being Master Willie. 

Dr. Allen passed a few years ago and Mrs. Allen is currently 
in an assisted living situation in excellent health however, 
she is experiencing some dementia. Unable to manage her 
own affairs, as per the state, her guardian now deceased, and 
with no family, the state has assigned her a financial, and 
personal guardian.  While Mrs. Allen still owns 9 horses, 
the financial institution wishes to dispose of her animals to 
reduce her expenses, or rather their expenses, as they will 
benefit financially. 

Her estate can surely afford the care she may need as well 
as her horses until she passes, if it is well managed. The 
financial institution did their research but failed to consult 
with an expert in the field, perhaps a veterinarian who would 
have explained that a livestock auction is not an option, and 
every charity is different yet share the common issue of 
financial struggles.

SRF would like to help Mrs. Allen and her horses but taking 
on the 7 needing complete retirement due to age, and 2 with 
anticipated prior injuries is a huge expense. One of SRF’s 
Trustees spent nearly 40 hours trying to become Ann Allen’s 
voice and hired an attorney to help, but the judge will not 
hear from them. There is no news yet on their decision.

The moral of this story is to encourage horse owners to have 
a trust set up for their animals should they become unable to 
speak their wishes in sound mind, and to make provisions in 
their will. SRF has experienced more than a dozen instances 
where horses were relinquished by family members when 
someone passed in spite of the love the deceased had for their 
animals. 

One in a Million, 
Master Willie’s Owners
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Our Youth Program 
has Perpetuity!

After a long hiatus from the enjoyment of working in 
SRF’s youth program,  Gail Hill, SRF’s first Youth Program 
instructor paid SRF a visit to find a new buddy for her now 15 
year old daughter, Katie.  Katie, a Junior in high school found 
it tough to keep from falling for Oh My, a 15 year old mare 
by DoRunRun Bluegrass, a horse already so well trained by 
her previous adopter who could no longer keep her.  She had 
to have her and off she went, adopted!  

Still in a car seat when her mom was part of our team, Katie 
will soon be one of SRF’s volunteers in the kids program.  
Where does the time go?!

The Prix d’Amerique
the Cash,
the Excitement,
the Good Luck Tips

Prepping for the Prix is not just pointing your horse to the 
race, should you be fortunate enough to have that pleasure, or 
making reservations to travel to this exciting event in France, 
it’s taking a chance to win the trip through SRF’s annual raffle.  
This fabulous trip includes five days and four nights, airfare 
voucher, hotel, a tour of the French training centers, and a day 
at the Prix. This year we will offer the winner, should they 
be unable to scoot off to France, an American Express gift 
card as an alternate.  So get your passports ready and please 
be sure to buy your tickets when the mailing arrives, or email 
us at admin@srfmail.com to purchase them. The drawing is 
December 13, 2013. Good luck, all our past winners still rave 
about it!

No Bows and Ribbons, 
Life as a Real Horse
Tamarie Smith has a great story of pure pleasure with her equine 
soul mate who has a life a horse could only dream of.  Cheyenne 
Taylor (aka Taylor),  a 7 year old gelding  is a lucky son of Art 
Major that now resides in Colorado. If you look at our website 
you will surely enjoy the pictorial book of their week-long 
camping adventure through Devil’s Canyon, Colorado.  Tamarie 
and Taylor shared their dream ride capturing many “fists” 
including rides through the mountains, crossing creeks, lakes, 
bridges, logs and more all with her two dogs by their side. 

After the trip, Tamarie said, “Taylor was tired; his brain was 
full after five days of camping and seeing the natural beauty 
of out west.”  This handsome guy had more excitement in 
store for him as they finished out the year joining in a North 
American Trail Riding Conference (NATRC) endurance ride.  
Tamarie and Taylor are now back in the desert for the winter 
and looking forward to high mountain rides next summer. Way 
to go Tamarie & Taylor, way to go!

SRF Holiday Store Coupon!
Good for Fri-Sun. Oct. 4-6

20% off any one item. 
Use CODE: Royalty For Life

Please shop til you flop!

Our very popular horse scarf 
that has the trendy length, 
the softness and the horses 

throughout, two styles available 
in so many colors.  $20. in our 

online store accessible through 
our website adoptahorse.org
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The 2nd Annual Charity Casino night, in partnership with Harness Racing Museum, was kicked off by the Hambletonian Post 
Position Draw press conference hosted by Hambletonian Society and The New Meadowlands at the Il Villaggio, in Carlstadt, 
NJ.  The casino-style venue was enjoyed by over 100 guests trying their luck at the tables for great prizes while dining on a 
wonderful buffet dinner, open bar, and music.  A special thank you to our sponsors and guests who helped make this so much 
fun and so very successful. 

Hambo Post Position Draw & Charity Casino Night, 
a Fabulous Evening!

Presenting Sponsors
Fran and Melanie Azur

Meadowlands Pace Winners 
Captaintreacherous Racing

Big Wheel Sponsor  
Marc and Marcia Goldberg

Open Bar Sponsor
Arden Homestead Stable

Dessert Sponsor
Blue Chip Farms

Prize Sponsors 
Walnut Hall LTD

Paton Racing Stables
Machiz Racing Stables

Table Sponsors for 
Poker, Roulette, Craps, and Blackjack

Casie Coleman
Tim Tetrick
Tony Alagna

Yannick Gingras
Ron Burke

Corey Callahan
Julie Miller/Linda Toscano

George Brennan 
Team JC Stable, Inc

John C. Green – Green Acquisition Group
Ray Schnittker Stable

SBOA of NJ

Hambo Casino Sponsors

We Aren’t Kidding, Why?
When SRF found a home for Delightful Mia (Mia) in Georgia all the usual screening took place just as we do for every 
adoption; we call the veterinarian, farrier, personal reference, and if the horse is going to be boarded we screen the 
facility as well.  Further, to protect each horse the adoption agreement states several restrictions, one being breeding. 
When we discovered, during our semi-annual check through the veterinarian that Mia was in foal we had to step in. 
Mia was removed from the home. Fortunately, we were approached by Donna Price, from MD, who was experienced in 
foaling a mare and was willing to take her in and also keep the foal. 

SRF does all it can to protect each horse, we are not kidding, and one reason to prohibit breeding is that we must take on 
a second horse to protect, a long and expensive process as horses are living into their 30’s.  This mare unfortunately lost 
the foal after the new adopter so compassionately rushed her to New Bolton when she struggled during labor.  We are 
grateful to Donne Price for giving this darling mare a safe place and a caring home, we are sorry she had to experience 
the sadness of loosing the foal and watching Mia through a difficult procedure.  What would we do without awesome 
people like Donna.

Our Hambletonian Casino pictures will be in our next newsletter!
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Presenting Sponsor

Valley High Stable

Master’s Sponsorship

Mr. and Mrs. Marc Goldberg

Muscara Racing Trust

PHHA 

Superfecta Sponsorship

Arden Homestead Stables

Burke Racing Stables

Dr. Fox and Dr. Bokman    

Showplace Farms

White Birch Farm

Yonkers Raceway

Trifecta Sponsorship

Farm Credit East

Hogan Equine Clinic

The New Meadowlands

Open Space Pace

Ross Croghan Stable

Win Sponsorship

CKG Billings Harness Drivers 

Series

Dr. Joy Micale

SOA of NY

Show Sponsorship
Brittany Farms

Dr. James Mitchell DVM
East Coast Equine
First Hope Bank

Machiz Racing Stable
Noel Daly Stables

Paton Racing Stables
Mr. Raymond Schnittker

The Cheyenne Gang, LLC
Total Tree & Turf Care, LLC

Walnut Hall Ltd

Standardbred Retirement Foundation 2013 Annual Charity Golf Outing, once again a successful event with over 130 players 
and dinner attendees.  Thank you to all of our generous sponsors, donors, players, and dinner guests, and our wonderful Golf 
Committee, Lella Montgomery, Victoria Vaughn, Karen Taft, Rob Pennington, Leslie McClaren, Karen Evilsizor, Suzanne 
D’Ambose, and SRF’s tireless staff.

SRF 21st Annual Charity Golf Outing, Great Fun!

Charity Golf Sponsors

Our New 
Website!
AdoptaHorse.org
It is interactive, informative and full of great stuff 
about SRF. It has our available horses, some great 
stories, events, and so much more. Thank you to the 
ASPCA for their grant in 2013 that afforded us this 
gift, as well as more training help for our horses, 
needed tack, and advertising to find good homes.

Our new leather Pandora 
style bracelet with three 

hanging horse charms. $20.

-Our sofa pillow for the 
riding crowd!  $20.

-Our much loved fleece 
jacket is back with a little 

tailoring! 

-Great heat transfers for your 
favorite t-shirts.

Stocking Our Store for the Holidays 
Please Support Our Efforts

Event Photography  -  Vicki Wright Photos

Program Sponsor  -  CKG Billings Harness Drivers Series
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Francis Vaughn, Victoria Vaughn, Dr. Eric Kates 
and Karl Nagle (Colts Neck Equine)

Joe Muscara, Dr. Joy Micale, Bonnie Butler and Michael 
Deutsch (Dr. Joy Micale and Muscara Racing Trust)

James Scafidi, Jason Evilsizor, Ed Conlon and Ryan 
Evilsizor (Total Tree and Turf Care and KAE Design)

Conor Flynn, John McDermott, John McDermott Jr.
and Jeff Kuhen (Hurrikane Racing, LLC)

Tyler Buchanan, PJ Farley, Mark Harder and Mykel Seddon 
(Harder Group)

Anthony Battoni, Neil Battoni Jr., Ron Battoni 
and Steve Weiss (PHHA Group)

Ross Croghan, Herb Burns, Gary Machiz
and Mike Kimelman (Blue Chip Farms) 

Wayne O’Reilly, Ben Hogan, Dr. Patty Hogan 
and Ed Lohmeyer (Hogan Equine Clinic)

Tracy Goldberg, Mike Fagliarone, Art McIllmurray
and Tony Varusso

Peter Gerry, Bryan Montgomery, Lella Montgomery 
and Bruce Saunders (XL Insurance)

Ed Barlow, Henry Grinbaum, Tom Pacheco 
and Dave Whitesall (Farm Credit East)

Shannon Murphy, Jeffrey Johnson, Kris Hinchcliff 
and a friend (Burke Racing Stables)

Andy Miller, John Butenschoen, a friend,
and Erv Miller (Miller Group)

Michael Fugaro, Lisa Krause, Adrienne McAleer 
and Alex Tirado (Zoetis Animal Health)

2013 Charity 
Golf Outing.

A blast!



• When Kevin Reynolds Hay and Straw, and McCauley’s Feed 
keep our feed trailer full for all our horses at Walnridge Farm, 
a gift, a gift, a gift;

• When the kindness and generosity of our donors speak 
volumes through their gifts that truly give these noble 
athletes their lives, and their dignity; 

• When our volunteers do it all, and have endless energy that 
gets us through a gazillion events every year, and more;

• When our contributors in our Win*Win Program are so 
kind, oh does this help us;

• When our horse sponsors keep their hearts open making it 
possible for some of the unattractive ones (that keep getting 
passed over for adoption) to live out their lives;

• When shippers are there in a jam and don’t ask for a penny 
sometimes hauling from places no one ever wants to visit in 
order to save a horse;

• When our most gracious veterinarians are there for us 24/7 
whether by telephone, or at the barn, when they lay a horse 
on the table only to have to put him at peace, when they 
drive two hours more than twice a month to keep on top of a 
barn full of our retirees, all as a gift;

• When our sponsors for our events so generously make 
it successful, time and time again, gifts that are SO 
instrumental to our work;

• When owners donate breedings, these are such a big part of 
our fund raising efforts;

• When our foster homes open their barn door to help, there 
may only be a few but they are awesome;

• When training centers support our events, and accommodate 
trainers holding horses when we are full, which is always;

• When our generous attorneys give of their time, and sticks of 
dynamite to blast through the obstacles; 

• When trainers round up support from their barn staff to help 
a horse in need, and never give up until the challenge is met; 

• When our “Rock of Gibraltar” volunteer shows up every day 
to the barn at 9 am to tend to those rehabbing, training 
others under saddle, nursing injuries, and anything we need 
-day after day after day, month after month, and year after 
year;

• When our golf committee has a commitment that never 
runs out of steam;

• When trainers buy their barn staff an evening of Pasta and 

Sinatra, bowling, and any other thing we can think up to try 
to offer some fun so we can raise funds;

• When our dear friend John Weaver would visit us with a few 
hundred pounds of carrots for the horses, every week.  We 
miss him, he is with our other wonderful friends who have 
passed during the last 24 years; 

• When a gentle man in his 80’s wills his only possession to the 
horses, his fishing boat that he loved almost as much as the 
horses;

• When pharmaceutical companies and their reps gift us some 
necessities to keep our horses healthy, and to nurse a sick or 
injured one; 

• When our Placement Coordinator takes home our 29 year 
old horse who thought he was only 10 upon return to our 
program but gave up on life suddenly. Now he is fat, happy, 
and back to his dreaming of being 10 again!

• When our staff covers for each other when we have so many 
weekend events after a long week of managing and overseeing 
our 180 diligently staying on top of 2,500 adoptions day after 
day to make sure their homes are still safe; 

• When we post on Facebook our need for a trailer and angels 
appear.

The Helping Hands That 
Make SRF Work…
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Much tighter turns than the half mile! SRF Standardbreds 
even surprise us. The sound ones get to have a real 
life after racing from taking the grandkids for a ride to 
competition in every discipline.
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It’s Every Weekend  
Our staff hasn’t had a weekend free in several months.  Yes, 
we alternate but we all find ourselves texting, emailing, and 
talking to see what options are available when we are pleaded 
with to help a horse at the doorstep of slaughter.  

In the past four months 16 horses benefitted from SRF’s 
commitment, and that of those who pitched in to help with 
donations and, or time.  Candide Blue Chip, Cook Station 
Lady, Tumbleweed, Itchy To Win, Ticonderoga, Divine Set-
up, Goalie’s Last Stop, Dollar Sign, Feeting Hanover, Keo 
Keo, The Eagle Soars, Sea It Ain’t So, Enjoy The Day, Mayfair 
Express, Perfect Camination, and Scootin Bayou, all came to 
SRF in all conditions from a 2 – 4 on the Henneke Scale for 
weight where a 5 is most desired.  Many people stepped up 
over those weekends to make sure there was enough help to 
take them out of harms way.  It was a struggle for each one 
and down to the wire but they made it. All are rehabilitating, 
resting, and or training under saddle under SRF’s care and are 
in need of a new home, a really good home.

Saying no to a horse in this 
condition is not something 
we wish to do. When you 
help we can help and that 
is what we did. Thank you.

The Standardbred Retirement Foundation (SRF) not only has a monumental job, but also a daunting task to find a way to 
fund it.  Managing for twenty-four years with the help of good people has done so much good but it isn’t enough to feed and 
care for 180 Standardbreds it has in its care. We must reach everyone in racing and ask them to step up, and now we have a 
way to do it that is easier for everyone.  The SRF has partnered with numerous race tracks to accommodate owners, trainers, 
and drivers to authorize any percent of winnings they choose as an automatic tax-deductible gift to SRF. The program is 
appropriately named The WinVWin Program. 

The WinVWin Program is an easy, tax-deductible way to make a much needed difference. When your horses race, whether you 
are an owner, trainer or driver, the tracks will send an amount of your choice from the winnings to SRF to help feed and care 
for a horse in need. If you don’t have horses racing at the moment please return the WinVWin form below for future horses, you 
may also choose send a tax-deductible gift. Thank you for your kind consideration of these noble and beautiful animals, your 
generosity is greatly appreciated. We wish you much good luck on the oval.

The Win VWin Program

Authorization for: Standardbred Retirement Foundation’s WINVWIN Program
I, authorize the race tracks to deduct either $ ______ or _____%   (Some tracks are not set up for dollar amount, only percent so 
please choose a percent as well) from purse earnings from horses owned, trained or driven by me, and/or the stable(s) listed below.  

I, (Print Name) __________________________________ Signature _______________________________Date __________________

Stable Name(s) _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Address_________________________________________City______________________________State ______Zip_____________

Email______________________________________________________________ Tele _____________________________________
 (We do not share your information)

Donations are tax-deductible. Questions - please call our office at 732-446-4422. !!
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When one of SRF’s boarding facilities called on a Sunday 
morning, it was reported that Glandhand, a 9 year old 
gelding, was wobbling and unable to support the weight of 
his hindquarters.  Dr. Bokman was called for emergency 
help. “Gravel” was the diagnosis causing pain too great for 
Glandhand to bear weight on his foot. If you recall a day when 
you may have had a pimple, think of that under your fingernail 
and how painful that would be when putting pressure on it.  
Here is an explanation of this not so uncommon occurrence 
in horses. 

 The hoof comprises of three layers.  The outer layer  (epidermal 
hoof) which maintains moisture; the middle  (corium and 
digital cushion) which is the bulk of the hoof which disperses 
shock; and the inner layer which is attached to the coffin bone 
(AKA distal phalanx) . 

For several reasons the middle layer can separate from the 
outer layer and that area can fill with dirt, rocks etc. Sometimes 
hooves that are too dry, or even too wet can cause this. This 
condition is referred to as “White Line” or “Gravel” and bearing 
more weight can cause more separation or tearing away, 

While the name, “Gravel” might lead you to believe that this 
lameness is caused by a piece of gravel getting into the white 
line, the actual cause is more likely a particle of soil or sand that 
introduces bacteria resulting in an infection inside the hoof wall.  

The treatment is to cut the affected area of the outside wall, 
clean it, especially to allow for drainage and for medications 
to enter the area. The infection works its way up the hoof 
wall following the path of least resistance and breaking as an 
abscess at or near the coronary band (where the top of the hoof 
meets the leg at the hairline).

This condition almost always carries a good prognosis, unless 
the infection enters the coffin joint, the main bone in the hoof

“Gravels” or hoof abscess can also occur at the “bars” of the 
hoof instead of at the white line, similar to previously described, 
the infection tracks the path of least resistance, however, in this 
case the abscess will typically rupture in the heal bulb, the bar 
region.

Treatment is similar to Gravel, poultice is also used, soaking in 
Epsom salts, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medication may 
also be prescribed by a veterinarian.

Generally, hoof Gravels or hoof abscesses will heal within a 
week, but improvement in comfort is generally noticed quickly. 

Any time your horse is lame, especially with severe non-
weight bearing lameness, it is important to contact your 
Veterinarian immediately as further and more serious 
complications may result. 

As a gift to Gladhands and SRF, Dr. Stephen Bokman so 
graciously took his time on a Sunday to help. With 180 horses 
in our care, only one issue in a weeks time is pretty darn good, 
but can we please try to have that issue on any day but a Sunday.

Thank you Dr. Michael Miller for your help with this article.

Things that happen . . .

Just Had To Tell You
SRF has no regular source of funding, every penny to help is 
a penny we have to work at in order to reach people who love 
horses, a continuing struggle for 24 years.  In a recent plea to 
a horsemen’s association  the president was stumbling to grasp 
the concept when told that SRF’s endowment raises only $250. 
annually, he repeatedly questioned that it provided $250. for 
each horse, or helped 250 horses, no, no, no SRF’s endowment 
only brings in $250. annually, the remaining needs for an 
average of 180 horses SRF feeds daily, and takes care of their 
boarding expenses, farrier, veterinary, dental care, worming, 
and vaccinations are met through the work of the staff, and 
volunteers and its Board to reach those who will help. 

Visit our great, new “stuff” in our 
online store at Adoptahorse.org. 

Please holiday shop with us!

White Line-Gravel
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Bursting at the Boards
Twenty-four years of helping horses and kids is a long time.  
When a horse went to a home in 1990 chances were that he 
would need several more homes before he passed.  For some 
that are still alive and lucky enough to still be in the loving 
barn of their adopter whether it was their first or fifth adoption 
we are grateful.  For the horses that had to come back to the 
program as they aged and became unattractive to potential 
adopters SRF had to retire them to pasture-of course still 
available for adoption but chances are there is no horse angle 
stepping in to help.  SRF is bursting at the boards. One hundred 
eight Standardbreds are now retired and we are running out 
of farms to board them around the country. Do you know of 
one? If so please let us know.   Did we mention that we have 
a few 2,3,4,5 year olds retired too due to injuries.  Please also 
consider being a sponsor for one in need, any amount is so 
greatly appreciated, a few are listed to the right or please see 
our website and choose one of our companions that needs your 
friendship. 

A Few of SRF Horses Hoping for Your Sponsorship 
Who are Always Past Over for Adoption due to Age or Injury.

The Eagle Soars, snores peacefully after winning 
his biggest trophy…a forever home.

Sponsoring a horse is a great gift for someone’s birthday, holiday, any occasion. 
See the enclosed envelope or our website page. Thank you for helping a horse.

Aduka  29
Altamount Hanover  23
Amiable  25
Ashley B Good  38
Big Run  17
Blu Meadow Major  19
Bobby’s Beach Towel  20
Bogert’s Best  17
Bright Hope  12
C-Mon Big Guy  20
Cambe Jade  19
Cambeaster  12
Cams Feisty Lady  27
Color Me Khaki  20
Corky’s Starlight  29
Courtland Tara  30
Danny   23
Danny Boy  18
Derby’s Goal  18
Desist Hanover  11
Dex Appeal  18
Direct Advantage 18
Dirk the Daring   26
Dollys Red Scooter  16

Don’t Ruffle Me  22
Double HH Caroline  19
Duke of earl  16
Dutch Hill General  30
Dynamic Dude N  12
Easy Ed  26
Empress Mine  12
Ernie’s Legacy  18
Ex-Tara  28
Fly Like An Eagle  17
Foolish Optimist  26
Fred Astaire  21
Gladhand  9
Gliding In  21
Hareshopen  18
Here Comes Rosie  20
Imocean  17
International Sal  24
Island Flower  21
J D’s Dragon  12
Jamie’s Crown  28
Jay Bee D N  21
Jay Bees Flush N  17
Kamsack Blue Chip  25

Kash Fuel  28
Lake Club  18
Leprechaun dream  16
Lucy Montcalm    20
Macie the farmer  15
Magic Illusion  28
Malcontent  24
Matter of soul  19
Mindy Almahurst  24
Miss Fantasia  23
Miss Tagliabue  15
Mohawk Shy Star  23
Mostly Hanover  12
Mystical Deal  13
Nasty by Nature  20
Nike Ambro  11
Northsong Rose  28
Norton’s Crown Royal  28
Not Arthur  7
Old Rojo  24
On The Deans List  20
Organizer  23
Premier Luck  9
Prime Xample A  11

Quick Arrow N  11
Quidditch  10
Raider Arms  17
Rathers Storm  19
Record Turnout  24
Rob’s Thunder  14
Rubbernecker  29
Rubis Du Faubourg  14
Silk Threads  23
Sir Gawain  7
Skipper G  32
Southwind Condor  21
Steve’s Got Plenty  28
Streaks Tax Relief  22
Sweet & Speedy Too  25
Two Cylinder  19
Tyler’s Legend  19
Vacation Hall  17
Valatact  20
Viking Serenade  23
Watchtower  28
Whatayasay Marty  19
Your Mother’s Boy  25
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SRF is Different. Why?
SRF horses, those adopted and those in retirement with SRF 
have a Veterinary exam (Vet follow-up) semi-annually to 
confirm their safety;
• Vet-follow-up is done for life of every horse;
• Ownership is never relinquished from SRF;
• SRF’s dedication is to Standardbreds only;
• SRF retires those in need, 108 are in pasture at SRF’s 

expense through your support.

After you have enjoyed this newsletter, please pass it on to a 
friend! The SRF is not affiliated with any other organization.

Twelve Weekend Sale 
Days Til Christmas  

SRF’ s store will run a weekend coupon each of the 12 
weekends from Oct 4th til Christmas. Our Facebook page 
will have a code to use when checking out. 

We have many new items that will make the holidays 
stand out!  There are great new leather Pandora style 
charm bracelets, new long fashionable horse scarves, 
earring designs, crystal key rings, great apparel, home 
décor and so much more, all in the equine theme, and 
great sales as well. Please shop til you flop!

Thank you to Joanne Dunn, Jeanne Coburn, & Patricia 
Doyle for donating their horse trailer to SRF.  Additional 
thank you to Linda Coburn and Jeanne Coburn for funding 
the needed repairs and an anonymous donor for the new 
tires.  We are ready to show our horses off at events!

Our popular new Key Ring!   

Just 10.99
Adoptahorse.org/Store
Shop with us for the Holidays 
and you will surely make your 
gift giving special. 


